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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a lens with ad-
justable focal length comprising a first transparent layer
and a transparent, flexible material of a soft polymer or
similar having a chosen refractive index positioned on a
substrate, and methods for producing the lens.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] With the recent developments in optical equip-
ment, such as cameras in mobile phones, scanning ap-
paratus and machine vision, there is a demand for small
lenses being capable of fast focusing. In mobile phone
cameras the number of pixels has been increasing but
there is a demand for compact lenses of sufficient quality
to use the full advantage of the pixels. This requires fo-
cusing capabilities in addition to small size, especially if
the camera is also adapted to other purposes, such as
reading bar codes and scanning images of objects close
to the camera. Adding focusing capabilities to the lens
also allows for use of larger apertures, thus increasing
the light sensitivity of the system without suffering from
the reduced depth of field of the lens.
[0003] Conventional glass lenses have been regarded
as to large and expensive for many purposes and re-
search has been may to find other solutions. One prom-
ising area has been in the development of lenses made
from soft polymers. These have some optical properties
and may be shaped for focusing action by electrostatic
forces, stretching the soft polymer lens or by shaping the
soft polymer surface to obtain a chosen shape. Another
proposed solution has been to use a soft polymer with a
graded refractive index, but this has turned out to be com-
plicated to produce in sufficiently good quality. The prob-
lems related to these solutions have been to obtain a
sufficiently good lens surface, both in the curvature and
the surface continuity.
[0004] Other proposed solutions incorporate using a
liquid placed in a lens like cavity where the shape of the
cavity is adjusted to adjust the focal length of the lens.
Examples showing this are discussed in Japanese patent
applications, publication Nos JP2002239769,
JP2001257932 , JP2000081503, JP2000081504,
JP10144975 JP11133210, JP10269599.
[0005] In particutar JP2002243918 discloses a liquid
confined inside a cavity which acts as a lens and where
at least one of the surfaces may be shaped by an applied
force. This has the disadvantage that the pressure ap-
plied to shape the lens has to compress the fluid or the
cavity, which requires large forces and may lead to an
unwanted response and shape optical surface, or addi-
tional chambers have to be provided so as to contain the
liquid forced out of the cavity which complicates the pro-
duction. Volume changes due to temperature fluctua-
tions may also cause problem. In addition this is dis-

cussed in a paper by T. Kaneko et al: "Quick Response
Dynamic Focusing Lens using Multi-Layered Piezoelec-
tric Bimorph Actuator", Micro-Opto-Mechanical Systems,
Richard R. A. Syms Editor, Proceedings of SPIE, Vol.
4075 (2000).

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Thus it is an object of this invention to provide
a compact focusing lens which may be mass produced
and compact equipment such as mobile phones, while
providing sufficient optical quality with a large range of
distances from the camera. This is obtained as stated in
the independent claims.
[0007] Note that the term "soft polymer" in this speci-
fication is used in a wide sense of the word, and may
include a number of different materials, such as silicon
and polymer gels.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] Using a soft polymer makes it possible to pro-
duce lenses where the polymer is in contact with air or
other compressible gases, thus requiring much less force
when adjusting the focal length of the lens. It also eases
the production as the polymer will keep in place even if
the different production steps are localized in different
positions or facilities. Also, it has a fairly stable shape so
that it will keep its position even if placed in the same
cavity as a gas or similar. As mentioned above it also
makes it possible to provide leakage channels or bubbles
of compressible gas in order to reduce the required force
necessary to adjust the lens and to reduce the strains
caused by temperature and pressure fluctuations in the
environment.
[0009] The present invention thus provides an advan-
tageous solution by utilizing the characteristics of a thin
flexible membrane and the soft polymers.
[0010] The use of polymers thus provides a simplified
production of the lens as there is no need to confine the
material in a closed cavity. Thus response to changing
temperatures and pressures is not problematic and the
response to the applied force is predictable.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0011] The invention will be described more in detail
below with reference to the accompanying drawings, il-
lustrating the invention by way of examples, wherein: Fig-
ures 1a-8c illustrates different aspects of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN EMBODIMENT

[0012] As is clear from the drawings, the lens according
to the invention may be made from a first cover glass 1
made from a flexible material, e.g. SiO2 or Pyrex, with
an optical transparent soft polymer 3 with a known re-
fractive index, e.g. a polymer gel, positioned on the sub-
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strate 4 or in a hole in a substrate 2. According to the
invention the cover glass 1 is a thin glass plate of the
type used in microscopy for holding samples. These
glass plates are sufficiently flexible to be formed by an
applied pressure, and are sufficiently strong not to break
under these conditions and the first optical surface in
constituted by the first cover glass, thus representing a
formable but fairly hard and durable surface, while the
rest of the lens material is constituted by the soft polymer.
Preferably the soft polymer and the cover glass have the
same refractive index, so at so constitute a single optical
surface.
[0013] In figures 1a and 1b the soft polymer 3 is posi-
tioned in a hole in a substrate 2. This example may be
produced by using silicon as a substrate. If one side of
the substrate is provided with a transparent layer, e.g.
SiO2 or Glass, it may be etched from the opposite side
thus producing a recess with an etch stop at the silicon
layer. The recess is then filled with a soft polymer 3. The
actuator, e.g. a piezoelectric ring, 5 may then be posi-
tioned in a per se known way on top cover layer 1 and
the recess, where the ring is adapted to contract or ex-
pand tangentially when a voltage is applied. The thin top
cover layer 1 and the actuator work together as a bimorph
actuator. In figure 1b the ring 5 is contracted producing
a bulge in the cover layer 1. Experiments have shown
that the SiO2 layer then provide a curved surface which
in the central area constitutes an essential spherical re-
fractive surface 6, thus providing a lens.
[0014] In the lower part of figure 1b it is illustrated that
the lower surface 7 of the soft polymer is moved upward
following the soft polymer being drawn upward into the
bulge at the cover layer, thus providing a meniscus lens.
In figures 1a and 1b the recess has a larger diameter,
e.g. resulting from the silicon etching process, and thus
the curvature of the lower refracting surface is smaller
than the upper refracting surface 6, so that a lens is pro-
vided. As mentioned above the experience from other
soft polymer lenses with free soft polymer to air interfaces
is that the central area of the lower surface will have less
curvature than the edges, thus the effect of the curved
lower surface 7 is limited. In some situations, if special
optical characteristics are required, the shape of the hole
could be reversed, having the narrow opening away from
the first layer 1.
[0015] Figures 2a and 2b illustrates essentially the
same example as in figure 1a and 1b, but comprising a
second layer 4. Also, the soft polymer 3 is does fill the
cavity completely but leaves some space for air or other
compressible gas 13. In addition or as an alternative there
may also be a leakage channel 12 to the environment so
as to equalize pressure changes, e.g. due to temperature
variations. As it is important that the polymer is symmet-
rical in the optically active part the amount of gas in the
cavity should be limited so as not to interfere with the
optical performance. Thus a small volume of gas in com-
bination with a leakage channel may be advantageous.
[0016] In figure 2 the lower lens surface 7 is plane, the

lens thus providing a planar convex lens. In the embod-
iment shown in figures 2a, 2b the recess edges are par-
allel to the optical axis, and may be produced by other
etching methods, if the made in silicon, or by drilling.
[0017] If the second layer 4 is sufficiently flexible and
the soft polymer is sufficiently incompressible it will to a
degree follow the movements of the first surface, as fig-
ures 1a, 1b provides the extreme example of, the dimen-
sions of the openings may then be chosen to control this
effect and the characteristics of the lens. As mentioned
above a leakage channel 12 and gas 13 is provided for
equalizing the pressure inside and in the environment,
and to reduce the required power used to change the
lens surface.
[0018] In figures 3a,3b an embodiment of the invention
is illustrated comprising a soft polymer positioned be-
tween two transparent layers 1,4, wherein at least one
is made from a flexible material, e.g. a thin layer of SiO2
or glass. In the drawings the upper layer 1 is flexible while
the lower layer 4 is rigid. The refractive surfaces 6,7 con-
stituting the lens in the illustrated example thus provide
a planar convex lens. By choosing the flexibility of the
surfaces different curvatures may be obtained at the re-
fractive surfaces.
[0019] As is illustrated in figure 3b the focal length of
the lens is adjusted by applying a force to the lens at a
chosen distance from the optical axis. This bends the
flexible layer 1 or layers 1,4 so that the layers and the
soft polymer between them make a lens having a focal
length depending on the applied force.
[0020] The force may be applied in several different
ways, e.g. pushing a coaxial ring 8 toward the flexible
surface, this ring may be a piezoelectric device.
[0021] Alternatively two ring shaped electrodes 9 may
be provided. By applying a voltage between the elec-
trodes 9 the force between them may adjust the curvature
of the refracting surfaces 6,7.
[0022] Depending on the intended size and use of the
lens spacers 11 may be provided between the transpar-
ent layers 1,4 in figures 3a, 3b. As is illustrated in figures
4a,4b this may be used to provide a concave lens. By
applying the force to the first layer 1 outside the spacers
11 the lens will be convex. As in figure 2 a leakage chan-
nel 12 is also provided.
[0023] Yet another embodiment is illustrated in figures
5a,5b, wherein the soft polymer 3a is electrically conduc-
tive and both the upper and the lower layers 1,4 may be
rigid. A bubble is provided between the upper layer 1 and
the soft polymer 3a so that the refractive, curved surface
is constituted by the surface between the soft polymer
3a and the bubble. The inner surface of the upper layer
1 is provided with preferably transparent electrodes 10
and a voltage is applied between the soft polymer and
the electrodes. By controlling the applied voltage be-
tween the soft polymer and the electrodes, as a whole
or individually, the soft polymer surface 6a may be
shaped. In the illustrated case the lens is concave, but
depending on the electrodes and how the voltage is ap-
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plied other solutions may be provided.
[0024] According to a further embodiment illustrated in
figures 6a,6b wherein an electrostrictive soft polymer 3b
is used a voltage is applied over the circumference of the
lens, e.g. by ring shaped electrodes. When the soft pol-
ymer reacts to the electrical field close to the electrodes,
either by contracting or increasing under the electrical
field. If the polymer contracts close electrodes it will force
more material toward the center. This will in turn increase
the pressure on the flexible layer 1 and thus provides a
curved refractive surface 7. The opposite will also apply
if the soft polymer increases its thickness close to the
electrodes. In a special version of this embodiment the
electrodes may be made from several layers with alter-
nating polarities, positioned so as to increase the elec-
trical field strength through the soft polymer and thus in-
crease the effect. If there is a hole or a thinned area in
the middle of the top layer, the soft polymer may be
squeezed out in this area, providing a lens.
[0025] The lens is then constituted by a glass sub-
strate, a soft polymer, and a flexible plate. By applying a
force along a region away from the optical axis the flexible
layer is bent over the soft polymer. Experience has shown
that the flexible layer 1 especially when constituted by a
SiO2 plate thus forms an essentially spherical surface.
Thus the lens is comprised by a lens having glass sur-
faces but containing a soft polymer, and where the glass
surface may be formed by adjusting the pressure. Ad-
justing the pressure may then change the curvature and
then the focal length of the lens, thus providing a possi-
bility to change the focus of the lens.
[0026] The solution illustrated in figures 1a,b, and 2a,b
may be made from ordinary SiO2 production methods.
The lower surface is a plane substrate, e.g. from glass,
and the flexible layer is made from a Silicon wafer wherein
a hole is made up to an upper SiO2 or glass surface. The
soft polymer is positioned in the hole and is thus
squeezed between the substrate (in the case of figure
2a,b), the silicon disk walls and the upper SiO2 or glass
layer. By providing piezoelectric elements or similar on
the surface, the curvature of the surface will be modified
by the bimorph actuator, and the soft polymer will stick
to the surface and follow the movement of the surface.
In an alternative embodiment, the dimensions of the hole
may be adjusted, and the soft polymer, then needing
more or less space, will force the SiO2 layer up or down,
thus forming the lens surface.
[0027] In all of the solutions discussed above the ad-
justable refractive surface 6,7 may be made in a reflective
material, thus providing an adjustable mirror. In figures
2 and onward both the upper and lower layers 1,4 in the
drawings may be flexible, so as to provide bi-convex, bi-
concave or meniscus lenses.
[0028] The optical element according to the invention
may thus be coupled to a system for adjusting the focal
length of the lens by coupling the actuator providing the
force to the lens to standard equipment for providing auto
focus to a camera, e.g. in a mobile phone, scanner or

bar code reader. The actuator then applies an increasing
or decreasing force to the lens so as to adjust the focal
length until a signal is given by the system to stop or go
backward, e.g. if the required focus has been passed or
the adjustment turns out to have the wrong direction.
[0029] Figures 7a,7b,7c illustrates the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention, wherein the actuator, e.g. a
piezoelectric or electrostrictive material, is screen printed
on the upper layer 1, or deposited and patterned through
a per se known lithographic process. The actuator layer
5 shown in figures 7a,7b,and 7c is ring shaped. According
to an alternative embodiment using a transparent actu-
ator, e.g. a polymer film or a PZT film, combined with
transparent electrodes, e.g. ITO, the actuator may cover
the upper layer completely. The upper layer 1 is made
from a thin glass sheet, preferably of Pyrex but sapphire
or SiO2 may also be used. The soft polymer like material
3 is preferably made from a conventional gel, but soft
polymers or elastomers may also be used, chosen ac-
cording to the required refractive index. The lower layer
4 is in this case made from glass. The embodiment ac-
cording to figures 7a,7b,and 7c constitutes a solution be-
ing easy to produce using standard processes.
[0030] In figures 8a,8b,8c an embodiment is illustrated
for producing a cylindrical lens. The advantage is that
the force required to bend the upper layer in one dimen-
sion is much less the force required to produce a dome
shaped surface. In order to provide the same character-
istics as a conventional lens two cylindrical lenses may
be positioned in a series along the optical axis with per-
pendicular bend directions.
[0031] In the description, the actuator have often been
referred to as a piezo electric material, but the invention
comprises any material that can be used as actuator
when subjected to an electric or magnetic field, e.g. ma-
terials with strong electrostriction effect, in particular re-
laxors that display very large strains without hysteresis
effects, or magnetostrictive materials.. As illustrated in
figures 3a-4b the actuator may in some embodiments be
any ring shaped element which may be used to apply a
force on the lens element.
[0032] Power supply and other electronic and/or me-
chanical device such as driving circuitry, support and
housing for the optical element needed for utilizing the
invention is not described in detail as they are considered
to the obvious to a person skilled in the art, depending
on the chosen embodiment and the situation in which it
is to be used.
[0033] To summarize the invention thus relates to an
optical element having adjustable focal length compris-
ing a first transparent layer and a transparent soft poly-
mer, e.g. a gel, having a chosen refractive index situated
thereon, said layer being made from a material having a
chosen flexibility, e.g. a thin glass layer, the optical ele-
ment also being provided with an actuator for applying a
force upon said flexible layer, said force being essentially
planar or circular symmetric relative to said axis thus
bending the polymer surface close to the upper layer pro-
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viding a lens surface and providing a curved refractive
surface.
[0034] The optical element may also comprise a sec-
ond transparent layer positioned on the opposite side of
the soft polymer and essentially covering said soft poly-
mer so as to provide a second refractive surface 7 close
to the second layer with a predetermined shape. Alter-
natively the second transparent layer may also be flexible
and provided with an actuator for shaping the second
refractive surface. If one of the layers has an opening the
polymer inside it may be squeezed out of or retracted
into the polymer chamber the surface may provide a lens
shaped refractive surface, but, as stated above, the op-
tical quality of this surface may be limited.
[0035] The first transparent layer may be constituted
by SiO2 and the optical element further comprises a Si
substrate having an opening, said soft polymer being sit-
uated in said opening.
[0036] The upper and possibly lower transparent lay-
ers may comprise force actuators adapted to apply a cir-
cularly symmetrical force to said first layer, thus providing
an essentially spherically shaped first layer close to the
center, the center thus defining an optical axis for the
lens element surface 6,7. The actuator or actuators may
be constituted by ring shaped piezoelectric actuator
adapted to apply a force on said first layer.
[0037] Alternatively the force actuator may be mounted
in a housing and be arranged symmetrically relative a
chosen optical axis and adapted to apply a force being
parallel to the optical axis. This may be provided using a
ring being forced against at least one of the layers 1,4 to
bend the layers, the force may be applied mechanically
or with magnets, piezoelectric elements or electrical ac-
tuators.
[0038] According to a different embodiment of the in-
vention an essentially circular bubble is provided be-
tween said first and/or second layer and said soft polymer
at a chosen optical axis, said soft polymer being electri-
cally conductive, and said first layer being provided with
a ring shaped pattern of electrical conductors symmetri-
cally relative to said chosen optical axis, and said actuator
being constituted by a voltage source coupled to said
electrodes and to said soft polymer, thus providing a force
between a chosen electrode on said first layer and said
soft polymer shaping the soft polymer surface relative to
said electrodes.
[0039] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion the second layer is placed on the opposite side of
the soft polymer from said first layer, and the soft polymer
is electrostrictive. The actuator is constituted by at least
one circular electrode provided on each layer and voltage
providing means applying a voltage between the elec-
trodes, the soft polymer thus reacting to the voltage and
expanding or contracting as a result of said voltage. This
way the reactions of the polymer to the electrical field
results in the curved refractive surfaces.
[0040] As is described above the actuator is adapted
to provide a circularly symmetric force relative to the op-

tical axis, thus providing an essentially spherically
shaped bend on said first transparent layer close to the
center. It is, however, possible to let the actuator be
adapted to provide a planar symmetric force relative to
a plane including the optical axis, thus providing a cylin-
drically shaped bend on said first transparent layer,
where the cylindrical bend has an axis perpendicular to
the optical axis. By combining two such lenses along an
optical axis a result similar to one traditional lens may be
achieved, but requiring less force applied by the actua-
tors.
[0041] The lens according to the invention may be pro-
duced in several ways. The lens illustrated in figures
1a-2b may be made using e method comprising the steps
of providing a silicon plate having a SiO2 or glass layer
on one side, etching an opening into said silicon plate,
and positioning a soft polymer into said opening, the soft
polymer thus having contact with the SiO2 or glass layer,
and positioning a force actuator on said SiO2 or glass
layer. A second layer may then be provided on the op-
posite side of said silicon plate, the soft polymer thus
being enclosed in a cavity. The actuator is a piezoelectric
or electrostrictive ring said ring being positioned coaxially
with the chosen optical axis and being adapted to provide
a radial force to the SiO2 layer thus making a bulge or
dome in said first layer and said soft polymer.
[0042] Alternatively the lens may be made by the step
of depositing the actuator on the glass surface, e.g. by a
printing method, thinning the glass by e.g. etching or
grinding from the opposite side of said glass surface, and
providing the soft polymer on the opposite side of the thin
glass plate.

Claims

1. Optical element having adjustable focal length hav-
ing an optical axis, comprising a first transparent lay-
er (1) made from a material having a chosen flexibility
and having a perpendicular orientation relative the
optical axis and a second transparent layer (4) char-
acterized in that said first transparent layer (1) is
situated upon a transparent gel (3) having a chosen
refractive index, said second transparent layer (4) is
positioned on the opposite side of said gel,
said first transparent layer (1) is a cover glass, which
is a thin glass plate of the type used in microscopy
for holding samples, said first transparent layer being
provided with an actuator (5,8) for applying a force
upon said first transparent layer at a distance from
said optical axis and, said force being essentially
symmetric relative to said optical axis thus bending
said first transparent layer providing a lens surface
and providing a curved refractive surface (6) the focal
length of the optical element thus being dependent
on said curvature, and the gel (3) having at least one
surface in contact with a compressible gas (13).
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2. Optical element according to claim 1, wherein the
first transparent layer (1) is a constituted by Si02 and
the assembly further comprises a Si substrate (2)
having an opening, said gel being situated in said
opening.

3. Optical element according to claim 1, wherein said
force actuator (5,8) is adapted to apply a circularly
symmetrical force to said first layer positioned coax-
ially with said optical axis, thus providing an essen-
tially spherically shaped first layer close to the centre.

4. Optical element according to claim 3, wherein the
force actuator (5, 8) is constituted by ring shaped
piezoelectric or electrostrictive actuator (5) applied
on said the surface of said first transparent layer (1)
adapted to apply a force on said first layer.

5. Optical element according to claim 3, wherein the
force actuator (5,8) is a coaxial ring shaped actuator
(8) mounted in a housing containing said optical el-
ement.

6. Optical element according to claim 1, wherein said
gel is electrostrictive and said actuator is constituted
by at least one circular electrode provided on each
layer and voltage providing means applying a volt-
age between the electrodes, the gel thus reacting to
the voltage and expanding or contracting as a result
of said voltage.

7. Optical element according to claim 1, wherein the
actuator is adapted to provide a planar symmetric
force relative to a plane including the optical axis,
thus providing a cylindrically shaped bend on said
first transparent layer.

8. Optical element according to claim 1 wherein the gel
is confined in a cavity, said cavity having a leakage
channel (12) to the environment.

9. Optical element according to claim 1 wherein the
said compressible gas (13) constitutes a space sur-
rounding said gel (3) and being essentially symmet-
rical relative to said axis.

Patentansprüche

1. Optisches Element mit einstellbarer Brennweite mit
einer optischen Achse, umfassend eine erste trans-
parente Schicht (1) aus einem Material mit einer ge-
wählten Flexibilität und einer senkrechten Ausrich-
tung in Bezug auf die optische Achse und eine zweite
transparente Schicht (4), dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass die erste transparente Schicht (1) auf ei-
nem transparenten Gel (3) mit einem gewählten Bre-
chungsindex angeordnet ist, die zweite transparente

Schicht (4) auf der gegenüberliegenden Seite des
Gels angeordnet ist, die erste transparente Schicht
(1) ein Deckglas ist, d. h. eine dünne Glasplatte von
dem Typ, der in der Mikroskopie zum Festhalten von
Proben verwendet wird, wobei die erste transparen-
te Schicht mit einer Auslösevorrichtung (5,8) zum
Anlegen einer Kraft an der ersten transparenten
Schicht in einem Abstand zu der optischen Achse
versehen ist, wobei die Kraft im Wesentlichen sym-
metrisch in Bezug auf die optische Achse ist und so
die erste transparente Schicht biegt, wodurch eine
Linsenoberfläche bereitgestellt wird und eine ge-
krümmte Brechungsfläche (6) bereitgestellt wird,
wobei die Brennweite des optischen Elements so
von der Krümmung abhängt, und wobei das Gel (3)
mindestens eine Fläche aufweist, die in Kontakt mit
einem verdichtbaren Gas (13) ist.

2. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 1, wobei die erste
transparente Schicht (1) aus Si02 besteht und die
Anordnung weiterhin ein Si-Substrat (2) mit einer
Öffnung umfasst, wobei das Gel in der Öffnung an-
geordnet ist.

3. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Aus-
lösevorrichtung für die Kraft (5,8) dazu beschaffen
ist, eine kreisförmig symmetrische Kraft an der er-
sten Schicht anzulegen, die koaxial zu der optischen
Achse angeordnet ist, wobei nahe dem Mittelpunkt
eine im Wesentlichen kugelförmige erste Schicht be-
reitgestellt wird.

4. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Aus-
lösevorrichtung für die Kraft (5, 8) aus einer ringför-
migen piezoelektrischen oder elektrostriktiven Aus-
lösevorrichtung (5) besteht, die an der Oberfläche
der ersten transparenten Schicht (1) angelegt wird
und dazu beschaffen ist, eine Kraft an der ersten
Schicht anzulegen.

5. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Aus-
lösevorrichtung für die Kraft (5,8) eine koaxiale ring-
förmige Auslösevorrichtung (8) ist, die in einem Ge-
häuse, das das optische Element enthält, befestigt
ist.

6. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Gel
elektrostriktiv ist und die Auslösevorrichtung aus
mindestens einer kreisförmigen Elektrode, die an je-
der Schicht bereitgestellt wird, und Spannung bereit-
stellenden Mitteln, die eine Spannung zwischen den
Elektroden anlegen, besteht, sodass das Gel auf die
Spannung reagiert und infolge der Spannung ent-
weder expandiert oder kontraktiert.

7. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Aus-
lösevorrichtung derart beschaffen ist, dass sie eine
planare symmetrische Kraft in Bezug auf eine Ebe-
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ne, die die optische Achse einschließt, bereitstellt,
sodass eine zylindrisch geformte Krümmung an der
ersten transparenten Schicht bereitgestellt wird.

8. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Gel
in einer Vertiefung eingeschlossen ist, wobei die Ver-
tiefung einen Leckagekanal (12) in die Umgebung
aufweist.

9. Optisches Element nach Anspruch 1, wobei das ver-
dichtbare Gas (13) einen das Gel (3) umgebenden
Raum darstellt, der im Wesentlichen symmetrisch
zu der Achse ist.

Revendications

1. Élément optique possédant une longueur focale
ajustable, possédant un axe optique, comprenant
une première couche transparente (1) constituée
d’un matériau possédant une souplesse choisie et
possédant une orientation perpendiculaire par rap-
port à l’axe optique et une deuxième couche trans-
parente (4), caractérisé en ce que ladite première
couche transparente (1) est située sur un gel (3)
transparent possédant un indice de réfraction choisi,
ladite deuxième couche transparente (4) est posi-
tionnée sur la face opposée dudit gel,
ladite première couche transparente (1) est une la-
melle couvre-objets, qui est une fine plaque de verre
du type utilisé en microscopie pour maintenir des
échantillons, ladite première couche transparente
étant munie d’un actionneur (5, 8) pour appliquer
une force sur ladite première couche transparente à
distance dudit axe optique, et ladite force étant es-
sentiellement symétrique par rapport audit axe opti-
que, courbant ainsi ladite première couche transpa-
rente en produisant une surface de lentille et une
surface de réfraction (6) incurvée, la longueur focale
de l’élément optique étant ainsi dépendante de ladite
courbure, et le gel (3) possédant au moins une sur-
face en contact avec un gaz (13) compressible.

2. Élément optique selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel la première couche transparente (1) est cons-
tituée de Si02 et l’ensemble comprend en outre un
substrat de Si (2) muni d’une ouverture, ledit gel étant
situé dans ladite ouverture.

3. Élément optique selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel ledit actionneur (5, 8) de force est adapté pour
appliquer une force circulairement symétrique sur
ladite première couche positionnée coaxialement
par rapport audit axe optique, produisant ainsi une
première couche de forme essentiellement sphéri-
que à proximité du centre.

4. Élément optique selon la revendication 3, dans le-

quel l’actionneur (5, 8) de force est constitué d’un
actionneur (5) électrostrictif ou piézoélectrique en
forme d’anneau appliqué sur ladite surface de ladite
première couche transparente (1) adapté pour ap-
pliquer une force sur ladite première couche.

5. Élément optique selon la revendication 3, dans le-
quel l’actionneur (5, 8) de force est un actionneur (8)
en forme d’anneau coaxial monté dans un boîtier
contenant ledit élément optique.

6. Élément optique selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel ledit gel est électrostrictif et ledit actionneur est
constitué d’au moins une électrode circulaire située
sur chaque couche et un moyen produisant une ten-
sion appliquant une tension entre les électrodes, le
gel réagissant ainsi à la tension et se dilatant ou se
contractant sous l’effet de ladite tension.

7. Élément optique selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel l’actionneur est adapté pour produire une force
symétrique plane par rapport à un plan incluant l’axe
optique, produisant ainsi une courbure de forme cy-
lindrique sur ladite première couche transparente.

8. Élément optique selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel le gel est confiné dans une cavité, ladite cavité
possédant un canal de fuite (12) vers l’atmosphère.

9. Élément optique selon la revendication 1, dans le-
quel ledit gaz (13) compressible forme un espace
entourant ledit gel (3) et est essentiellement symé-
trique par rapport audit axe.
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